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CTGHS NAMED CATEGORY LEADER FOR CLINICAL
IMPLEMENTATION PRINCIPAL BY KLAS ENTERPRISES
‘TOP 20 MID-YEAR REPORT CARD’ ALSO RANKS CTGHS AS SECOND
IN KLAS PROFESSIONAL SERVICES OVERALL RANKINGS
CINCINNATI, OHIO—July 6, 2005—CTG HealthCare Solutions, Inc. (CTGHS), a top
information technology (IT) consulting firm serving the healthcare industry, was ranked
as the leading implementer of acute care clinical IT systems in the KLAS Enterprises*
“Top 20: 2005 Mid-Year Report Card” issued June, 2005. The report is based on
interviews with healthcare providers that utilize outside vendors to perform services for
their organizations. It summarizes detailed performance data on healthcare IT (HIT)
vendors and professional services providers.
The study also named CTGHS as second overall among HIT professional services
providers, based on accumulated scores in a range of professional services performance
categories. The rating categories included full outsourcing, clinical implementation,
financial implementation, and planning and assessment.
KLAS, a research and analysis company that specializes in monitoring and reporting on
the performance of HIT vendors and professional services firms, issued its first
professional services report in October, 2004. In that study, CTGHS clients rated the
company as second in acute care clinical implementations. The October KLAS survey

also found that CTGHS had implemented acute care clinical systems for a wider range of
industry software products than any other firm participating in the study.
“The KLAS Top 20 Mid-Year Report Card provides invaluable feedback from our
clients,” said CTGHS Vice President for Strategic Planning and Marketing, Clair Detraz.
“We’re pleased that CTGHS continues to emerge as a strong industry leader in acute care
clinical implementations, and we’re also gratified by our high overall standing relative to
our professional services peers. We owe that standing to our ongoing commitment to
successful outcomes on behalf of our clients.”
“We believe that consistent quality is built in from the beginning, by combining
exceptional, experienced people with robust methods and tools,” said CTGHS President
Tom Niehaus. “Continual measurement and feedback, as provided in the KLAS Top 20
Mid-Year Report Card, is an integral part of our overall quality program, which
emphasizes planning, process redesign, outstanding project management, and above all,
proactive communication with our clients.”

ABOUT CTGHS
CTGHS helps healthcare institutions and related organizations maximize the potential of
their information systems to achieve their financial and clinical objectives. Its consulting,
clinical, financial, advanced technology, and IT management solutions resolve highpriority IT issues and provide significant return on investment for clients. CTGHS is
recognized for its ability to mobilize healthcare and IT expertise, to use proven
methodologies, and to draw upon its corporate knowledge base in a client-responsive and
cost-effective manner. CTGHS is part of CTG (NYSE: CTG), an international IT
consulting and professional services company.
More information is available on the web at http://www.ctg.com/healthcare.
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